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Regression analysisRegression analysis

•• Regression analysis allows you to model, examine, Regression analysis allows you to model, examine, 
and explore spatial relationships, in order to better and explore spatial relationships, in order to better 
understand the factors behind observed spatial understand the factors behind observed spatial 
patterns or to predict outcomes.patterns or to predict outcomes.
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Regression analysis terms and conceptsRegression analysis terms and concepts

•• Dependent variableDependent variable (Y): (Y): what you are trying to model or predict what you are trying to model or predict 
(Residential Burglary, for example).(Residential Burglary, for example).

•• Explanatory variablesExplanatory variables (X): (X): variables you believe cause or explain the variables you believe cause or explain the 
dependent variable (like: income, vandalism, households).dependent variable (like: income, vandalism, households).

•• CoefficientsCoefficients ((ββ): ): values, computed by the regression tool, reflecting values, computed by the regression tool, reflecting 
explanatory to dependent variable relationships.explanatory to dependent variable relationships.

•• ResidualsResiduals ((εε)): : the portion of the dependent variable that isnthe portion of the dependent variable that isn’’t explained t explained 
by the model; the model under and over predictions.by the model; the model under and over predictions.
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DEMODEMO
Mortality Data Analysis
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Use OLS to test hypothesesUse OLS to test hypotheses

Why are people dyingWhy are people dying
young in South Dakota?  young in South Dakota?  

Do economic factors Do economic factors 
explain this spatial pattern?explain this spatial pattern?

Poverty rates explain 66% of the variation in the average age ofPoverty rates explain 66% of the variation in the average age of death death 
dependent variable:  dependent variable:  Adjusted RAdjusted R--Squared [2]:    0.659Squared [2]:    0.659

However, significant spatial autocorrelation among model residuaHowever, significant spatial autocorrelation among model residuals ls 
indicates important explanatory variables are missing from the mindicates important explanatory variables are missing from the model.odel.
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Build a multivariate regression modelBuild a multivariate regression model

•• Explore variable relationships using the scatterplot matrixExplore variable relationships using the scatterplot matrix
•• Consult theory and field expertsConsult theory and field experts
•• Look for spatial variablesLook for spatial variables
•• Run OLSRun OLS (this is an iterative, often tedious, trial and error, process)(this is an iterative, often tedious, trial and error, process)
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Interpreting OLS resultsInterpreting OLS results

•• Use the notes on interpretation as a guide to understanding OLS Use the notes on interpretation as a guide to understanding OLS 
model output.model output.
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Coefficient significanceCoefficient significance
•• Look for statistically significant explanatory variables.Look for statistically significant explanatory variables.
•• Consult the robust probabilities when the Koenker test is statisConsult the robust probabilities when the Koenker test is statistically tically 

significantsignificant
ProbabilityProbability
0.000000*0.000000*
0.000000*0.000000*
0.000000*0.000000*
0.001219*0.001219*
0.000035*0.000035*
0.079514 0.079514 

Koenker(BP) Statistic [5]: 38.994033  Prob(>chi-squared),(5) degrees of freedom: 0.00000*

Robust_ProbRobust_Prob
0.000000*0.000000*
0.000000*0.000000*
0.000000*0.000000*
0.005990*0.005990*
0.001994*0.001994*
0.0675550.067555
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* Statistically significant at the 0.05 level.



MulticollinearityMulticollinearity
• Find a set of explanatory variables that have low VIF values.
• In a strong model, each explanatory variable gets at a different facet of the 

dependent variable.
– What did one regression coefficient say to the other regression coefficient?   

…I’m partial to you!

VIFVIF
----------------------------
2.3512292.351229
1.5564981.556498
1.0512071.051207
1.4003581.400358
3.2323633.232363
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[1] Large VIF (> 7.5, for example) indicates explanatory variable redundancy.



Model performanceModel performance
•• Compare models by looking for the lowest AIC value.Compare models by looking for the lowest AIC value.

–– As long as the dependent variable remains fixed, the AIC value fAs long as the dependent variable remains fixed, the AIC value for or 
different OLS/GWR models are comparabledifferent OLS/GWR models are comparable

•• Look for a model with a high Adjusted RLook for a model with a high Adjusted R--Squared value.Squared value.

AkaikeAkaike’’s Information Criterion (AIC) [2]:   524.976s Information Criterion (AIC) [2]:   524.976
Adjusted RAdjusted R--Squared [2]:                              0.864823Squared [2]:                              0.864823
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[2] Measure of model fit/performance.



Model significanceModel significance
•• The Joint FThe Joint F--Statistic and Joint Wald Statistic measure overall Statistic and Joint Wald Statistic measure overall 

model significance.model significance.
•• Consult the Joint Wald statistic when the Koenker test is Consult the Joint Wald statistic when the Koenker test is 

statistically significant.statistically significant.

Joint FJoint F--Statistic [3]:    Statistic [3]:    151.985705  Prob(>F), (4,113) degrees of freedom:  0.000000*151.985705  Prob(>F), (4,113) degrees of freedom:  0.000000*
Joint Wald Statistic [4]:    Joint Wald Statistic [4]:    496.057428  Prob(>chi496.057428  Prob(>chi--sq), 5 degrees of freedom:  0.000000*sq), 5 degrees of freedom:  0.000000*
Koenker (BP) Statistic [5]:Koenker (BP) Statistic [5]: 21.590491  Prob(>chi21.590491  Prob(>chi--sq),   5 degrees of freedom:  0.000626*sq),   5 degrees of freedom:  0.000626*
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Model biasModel bias

JarqueJarque--Bera Statistic [6]:     4.207198       Prob(>chiBera Statistic [6]:     4.207198       Prob(>chi--sq),    (2) degrees of freedom:     0.122017sq),    (2) degrees of freedom:     0.122017

•• When the JarqueWhen the Jarque--Bera test is statistically significant:Bera test is statistically significant:
–– the model is biasedthe model is biased
–– results are results are notnot reliablereliable
–– often this indicates that a key variable is often this indicates that a key variable is 

missing from the modelmissing from the model
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[6] Significant p-value indicates residuals deviate from a normal distribution. 



Spatial AutocorrelationSpatial Autocorrelation

Statistically significant clustering of Statistically significant clustering of 
under and over predictions.under and over predictions.

Random spatial pattern of underRandom spatial pattern of under
and over predictions.and over predictions.
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Check OLS results Check OLS results 
1 Coefficients have the expected sign.Coefficients have the expected sign.

2 No redundancy among model explanatory variables.No redundancy among model explanatory variables.

3 Coefficients are statistically significant.Coefficients are statistically significant.

4 Residuals are normally distributed.Residuals are normally distributed.

5 Strong Adjusted RStrong Adjusted R--Square value.Square value.

6 Relationships do not vary significantly across the study area.Relationships do not vary significantly across the study area.
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Run Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR)Run Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR)

•• GWR is a GWR is a local, spatial, regression local, spatial, regression modelmodel
–– Global Regression methods, like OLS, break Global Regression methods, like OLS, break 

down when the strength of model relationships down when the strength of model relationships 
vary across the study areavary across the study area

•• GWR variables are the same as OLS, except:GWR variables are the same as OLS, except:
–– Do not include spatial regime Do not include spatial regime (dummy) (dummy) 

variablesvariables
–– Do not include variables with little value Do not include variables with little value 

variationvariation

•• Selecting a bandwidth and kernelSelecting a bandwidth and kernel
–– Fixed or AdaptiveFixed or Adaptive
–– AIC, Cross Validation (CV), bandwidth AIC, Cross Validation (CV), bandwidth 

parameterparameter
•• Condition numbersCondition numbers
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Interpreting GWR resultsInterpreting GWR results
Compare GWR R2 and AIC values to OLS Compare GWR R2 and AIC values to OLS 

R2 and AIC values. The better model has R2 and AIC values. The better model has 

a lower AIC and a high R2.a lower AIC and a high R2.

Residual maps show model Residual maps show model 

under and over predictions.  under and over predictions.  

They shouldnThey shouldn’’t be clustered.t be clustered.

Coefficient maps show Coefficient maps show 

how modeled relationshipshow modeled relationships

vary across the study area. vary across the study area. Model predictions, residuals,Model predictions, residuals,
standard errors, coefficients, standard errors, coefficients, 
and condition numbers are and condition numbers are 
written to the output feature written to the output feature 
class.class.
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GWR predictionGWR prediction

ObservedObserved

ModeledModeled

PredictedPredicted

Calibrate the GWR model using known Calibrate the GWR model using known 
values for the dependent variable and all values for the dependent variable and all 
of the explanatory variables.of the explanatory variables.

Provide a feature class of prediction Provide a feature class of prediction 
locations containing values for all of the locations containing values for all of the 
explanatory variables. explanatory variables. 

GWR will create an output feature class GWR will create an output feature class 
with the computed predictions.with the computed predictions.
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Resources for learning moreResources for learning more……

•• The ESRI Guide to GIS AnalysisThe ESRI Guide to GIS Analysis, Vol. , Vol. 22
•• Geographically Weighted RegressionGeographically Weighted Regression, , by Fotheringham, Brundson, and Charltonby Fotheringham, Brundson, and Charlton

•• 911 emergency call analysis demo:911 emergency call analysis demo:
http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcinfo/about/demos.htmlhttp://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcinfo/about/demos.html

•• Virtual campus free web seminarVirtual campus free web seminar
http://campus.esri.com/http://campus.esri.com/

•• Articles (keyword search: Articles (keyword search: ““Spatial StatisticsSpatial Statistics””))
http://www.esri.com/news/arcuser/0405/ss_crimestats1of2.htmlhttp://www.esri.com/news/arcuser/0405/ss_crimestats1of2.html

•• ArcGIS 9.3 Web Help:ArcGIS 9.3 Web Help:
–– Regression Analysis BasicsRegression Analysis Basics
–– Interpreting OLS ResultsInterpreting OLS Results
–– Interpreting GWR ResultsInterpreting GWR Results

Watch for updatesWatch for updates

•• GP Resource CenterGP Resource Center
•• LScott@ESRI.comLScott@ESRI.com
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Lrosenshein@ESRI.comLrosenshein@ESRI.com

QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?


